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resolution of disputes without the need to progress to review. Resolving disputes without a review 
saves clients significant time and distress, and can also save ACC money.

…which will complement existing initiatives and provide clients with choice
8. The design of the navigation service reflects and supports other internal changes ACC is making,

such as Whāia Te Tika (ACC’s Māori strategy), the rollout of Resolution Services and Next
Generation Case Management (see slide 1). These changes are a significant part of ACC’s work to
become more customer-centric and easier to deal with. An effective independent navigation service
can play an important role alongside existing dispute resolution pathways by providing a “feedback
loop” of crucial insights about the effectiveness of internal changes. There is support across the
business for the value of this complementary role.

9. Effective navigation services will also directly support two of the three focus areas of Whāia Te Tika
– Te Arotahi Kiritaki (customer focus) and Whakawhanaketia te Kaha (developing capability) by
providing clients with a choice in how they resolve disputes with ACC, and by empowering clients to
engage with ACC in ways that feel safe, appropriate, and aligned with their own culture and values.

Why navigation? 
10. ACC has chosen to use the term “navigation service” in preference to “advocacy service” in order to

clearly reflect the fact that the service will not represent clients at review. This will ensure the service
remains focused on the central goal of early resolution of issues, thereby saving clients time and
distress, and reducing the costs of resolving disputes (the average cost of navigation support is
expected to be about a sixth of the average cost of a review). Where cases do proceed to review,
pre-review navigation support can equip clients to engage effectively with the review process, and
seek appropriate representation if required.

11. Subject to more detailed service design through the procurement process, the service will likely be a
mixture of face-to-face, phone and web based delivery and could be delivered by a single national
provider or a number of providers with regional coverage and/or a focus on particular client groups
or injury contexts (e.g. in the workplace).

12. While ACC’s new Resolution Services is already receiving positive client feedback and increasing
the number of withdrawn review applications, clients have told ACC that our existing dispute
resolution pathways can be difficult for clients with learning disabilities, literacy challenges, poor
computer skills or other high needs to access.

13. Māori and other client groups who experience persistent disadvantage in accessing ACC
entitlements may also prefer to seek help from an independent source. For these client groups, a
high-quality navigation service may be a more accessible, acceptable means of resolving disputes
than dealing with ACC directly. As noted by Miriam Dean QC, greater availability of free, competent
advocacy may reduce the risk that these clients will turn to “poor-performing and privately funded
advocates”.

14. ACC’s past experience funding advocacy services (currently provided by the Workplace Injury
Advocacy Service – WIAS) indicates high effectiveness and customer satisfaction, even among
client groups with complex needs (see slide 3). Similarly to the proposed navigation service, WIAS
provides support only up to the point of review.

Next steps
15. The ACC Board endorsed the proposed navigation service on March 29 (see slides 4-6 for detail of

options considered). The new service is expected to cost approximately $
million increase on ACC’s current investment in WIAS advocacy services – and provide support to
about 4,300 clients a year (currently WIAS serves about 1,000 ACC clients each year).
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16. Following the Board’s endorsement, a project team will develop a more detailed service design, and
work through a procurement process over the next six months (an ambitious but viable timeframe).
Once procurement commences, there are a range of ways in which the market could supply the
services needed. There is likely to be significant interest from existing support services.

17. Detailed service design work will establish ACC’s expectations for the accessibility of services
(including to Māori, disabled people, and those with language or literacy needs), as well as how the
service will link to appropriate support for clients who do need to proceed to a review.

18. In order to ensure that the navigation service is achieving good outcomes for clients and operating
effectively alongside Resolution Services and Next Generation Case Management, the service will
be evaluated after two years of operation to inform future investment in the service.

19. In order to communicate the Board’s decision to interested stakeholders and clients who contributed
to this work, ACC is planning to:

a. Contact customers who participated in the work and let them know a new service will be
established and provide them with a summary of the feedback from customer interviews

b. Contact stakeholders who participated in the workshops with the outcome of the Board’s
decision

c. Proactively release the attached A3s and this aide memoire on ACC’s website and prepare
an accompanying media statement.




